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Abstract

We describe algorithms to compute the shortest path homo-
topic to a given path, or the shortest cycle freely homotopic
to a given cycle, on an orientable combinatorial surface.
Unlike earlier results, our algorithms do not require the
input path or cycle to be simple. Given a surface with
complexityn, genusg ≥ 2, and no boundary, we construct
in O(n2 log n) time a tight octagonal decompositionof the
surface—a set of simple cycles, each as short as possible
in its free homotopy class, that decompose the surface into
a complex of octagons meeting four at a vertex. After the
surface is preprocessed, we can compute the shortest path
homotopic to a given path of complexityk in O(gnk) time, or
the shortest cycle homotopic to a given cycle of complexityk
in O(gnk log(nk)) time. A similar algorithm computes
shortest homotopic curves on surfaces with boundary or with
genus1. We also prove that the recent algorithms of Colin
de Verdière and Lazarus for shortening embedded graphs
and sets of cycles have running times polynomial in the
complexity of the surface and the input curves, regardless of
the surface geometry.

1 Introduction

We consider the following topological version of the
shortest path problem in geometric spaces: Given a
path or cycleγ on an arbitrary topological surface, find
the shortest path or cycle that can be obtained fromγ
by continuous deformation, keeping the endpoints fixed
if γ is a path. Except in very special cases (such as
hyperbolic surfaces), local improvement algorithms do
not always converge to the true shortest path, but only to
a local minimum. A more global approach is required.
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Versions of this problem have been studied by sev-
eral authors during the last decade. Hershberger and
Snoeyink [18] find the shortest path or cycle homotopic
to a given path or cycle in a triangulated piecewise-
linear surface where every vertex lies on the boundary—
for example, a triangulated polygon with holes in the
plane. Using techniques developed by Cabello et al. [2],
Efrat et al. [10] and Bespamyatnikh [1] describe al-
gorithms to find homotopic shortest paths in the plane
minus a finite set of points.

Building on our earlier work [4, 5, 6, 13, 14], we
formulate the shortest homotopic curve problem in the
combinatorial surfacemodel. A combinatorial surface
is an abstract 2-manifold provided with a weighted
embedded graph satisfying certain properties; the input
and output curves are required to be walks on this graph.
For example, a polyhedral surface where the curves are
drawn on its 1-skeleton falls into this model. Vegter
and Yap [23] and Lazarus et al. [19] describe how to
build canonical polygonal schemata on combinatorial
surfaces. Dey and Guha [8] describe an algorithm to
determine whether two paths are homotopic in linear
time. Several algorithms have been developed recently
for computing shortest families of curves with certain
topological properties on combinatorial surfaces: Ex-
amples include the shortest cut graph [13], the shortest
fundamental system of loops [14], and the shortest non-
contractible or non-separating cycle [3, 13]. Colin de
Verdière and Lazarus [4, 5, 6] describe algorithms to
compute the shortestsimpleloop homotopic to a given
simpleloop, or the shortest cycle homotopic to a given
simplecycle, in time polynomial in the complexity of
the surface, the complexity of the input curve, and the
ratio between the largest and smallest edge lengths.

In this paper, a curve istight if it is as short as possible
in its homotopy class.1 We describe efficient algo-
rithms to tightenpossibly non-simplepaths and cycles
in polynomial time, regardless of the surface geometry.

1Erickson and Whittlesey [14] define a cycle to be tight if it
contains the global shortest path between any two of its points. Our
notion of tightness is weaker.



As in earlier papers [4, 5, 6, 8], we decompose the
surface with a set of (tight) curvesC such that (a) the
homotopy class of a given curve is encoded by the way it
crosses the curves inC, and (b) the way the output curve
crossesC depends only on the way the input curve
crossesC. In the case of a surface with boundary, we
can employ a so-calledtight system of arcs, generalizing
the greedy system of loops constructed by Erickson
and Whittlesey [14]. Surfaces without boundary are
considerably more difficult; for this case, we introduce
the notion oftight regular decompositionof the surface:
an arrangement of tight cycles where every vertex of
the arrangement has degree four and every face is a disk
with the same number of sides. The efficiency of our
algorithm essentially follows from classical results in
combinatorial group theory and hyperbolic geometry.
Our results also imply that the algorithms of Colin de
Verdière and Lazarus [4, 5, 6] for shortening simple
curves run in polynomial time.

Due to space constraints, this extended abstract fo-
cuses on our algorithm for tighteningpathson surfaces
without boundary. We will only briefly discuss our
algorithm for tightening cycles, our algorithms for sur-
faces with boundary, and our improved analysis of the
algorithms of Colin de Verdière and Lazarus [4, 5, 6].

2 Background

2.1 Topology. We begin by recalling several stan-
dard definitions from manifold topology. Further back-
ground can be found in textbooks by Hatcher [16] and
Stillwell [22].

A surface (or 2-manifold with boundary)M is a
topological Hausdorff space where each point has a
neighborhood homeomorphic to either the plane or the
closed half-plane. The points without neighborhood
homeomorphic to the plane comprise theboundary
of M. A (g, b)-surfaceis any surface homeomorphic to
a sphere withg handles attached andb disks removed.
Every compact, connected, orientable surfaceM is a
(g, b)-surface for unique integersg (its genus) andb (its
number of boundaries). A sphereis a (0, 0)-surface; a
disk is a (0, 1)-surface; anannulusis a (0, 2)-surface;
a pair of pantsis a (0, 3)-surface; atorus is a (1, 0)-
surface.

We distinguish between four different types of
curves. A path on a surfaceM is (the image of) a
continuous mapp : [0, 1] → M; its endpointsare
p(0) and p(1). A loop is a pathp whose endpoints
coincide. Anarc is a path intersecting the boundary of

a surface exactly at its endpoints. A cycle is (the image
of) a continuous mapγ : S1 → M whereS1 = R/Z

is the standard circle. A curve issimple if does not
self-intersect (except, for a loop, at its basepoint).

Two paths p and p′ are homotopic if there is a
continuous maph : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → M such that
h(0, t) = p(t) and h(1, t) = p′(t) for all t, and
h(·, 0) and h(·, 1) are constant maps. Two cyclesγ
and γ′ are (freely) homotopicif there is a continuous
maph : [0, 1] × S1 → M such thath(0, t) = γ(t) and
h(1, t) = γ′(t) for all t. A loop or cycle iscontractible
if it is homotopic to a constant loop or cycle; an arc
is contractible if it is homotopic to a boundary path.
A simple loop, arc, or cycle isseparatingif M minus
(the image of) this curve is disconnected. In particular,
every simple contractible curve is separating. Any cycle
homotopic to the boundaries of an annulus is called a
generating cycle.

A mapπ : M′ → M between two surfaces is called
a covering mapif each pointx ∈ M lies in an open
neighborhoodU such that (1)π−1(U) is a countable
union of disjoint open setsU1 ∪ U2 ∪ · · · and (2) for
eachi, the restrictionπ|Ui

: Ui → U is a homeomor-
phism. If there is a covering mapπ from M′ to M, we
call M′ acovering spaceof M.

If p is a path inM andπ(x′) = p(0) for some point
x′ ∈ M′, there is a unique pathp′ in M′ such that
p′(0) = x′ and π ◦ p′ = p. This pathp′ is called
a lift of p. Two paths are homotopic inM if and
only if they have homotopic lifts inM′. Similarly, a
lift of a cycleγ is either a cycleγ′ on M′ such that
π ◦ γ′ = γ, or a continuous ‘open arc’p′ : R → M
such thatπ(p′(t)) = γ(t mod 1) for all t. Any lift of
a contractible cycle is itself a contractible cycle. Every
surfaceM has a unique covering spacẽM in which
every cycle is contractible, called theuniversal cover
of M.

All surfaces considered in this paper are connected,
compact, and orientable, although their covering spaces
are of course not necessarily compact.

2.2 Combinatorial and Cross-Metric Surfaces. A
combinatorial surfaceis an abstract surfaceM together
with a weighted undirected graphG(M), embedded
on M so that each open face is a disk and every
boundary is a simple circuit inG(M). (We will simply
write G if the surfaceM is clear from context.) In
this model, the only allowed paths are walks inG;
the length of a path is the sum of the weights of the



edges traversed by the path, counted with multiplicity.
The complexityof a combinatorial surface is the total
number of vertices, edges, and faces ofG.

Most of our results are developed in an equivalent
dual formulation of this model. Across-metricsurface
is an abstract surfaceM together with an undirected
weighted graphG∗ = G∗(M), embedded so that every
open face is a disk and every boundary ofM is a simple
circuit inG∗. We consider onlyregularpaths and cycles
onM, which intersect the edges ofG∗ only transversely
and away from the vertices. Thelength of a regular
curvep is defined to be the sum of the weights of the
dual edges thatp crosses, counted with multiplicity. To
emphasize this usage, we refer to the weight of a dual
edge as itscrossing weight. The crossing weight of
any boundary edge is∞, since no path can cross the
boundary.

Figure 1. Primal (solid) and dual (dashed) graphs on a
combinatorial annulus.

The equivalence of these two models is easy to
establish. Given a combinatorial surface(M, G), we
construct thedual graph G∗ as follows. G∗ has a
vertex f∗ in the interior of each facef of G, and a
vertex ē∗ in the relative interior of each boundary edge
e of G. For each non-boundary edgee of G separating
facesf1 andf2, there is a dual edgee∗ betweenf∗

1 and
f∗
2 ; and for each boundary edgee with incident facef ,

there is a dual edgee∗ betweenf∗ and ē∗. Each dual
edgee∗ in G∗ intersects only its corresponding primal
edgee in G. Each pair of consecutive vertices ofG∗

on the boundary ofM is connected by an edge ofG∗

on the boundary ofM. Each interior edgee∗ has the
same weight as the corresponding primal edgee, and
each boundary edge ofG∗ has infinite weight. The faces
of G∗ correspond to the vertices ofG. Any walk in G
is regular with respect toG∗, and the two notions of
length coincide. Conversely, any curve that is regular
with respect toG∗ is homotopic to a walk inG of the
same length. We can easily construct shortest paths
on a cross-metric surface (using Dijkstra’s algorithm,

for example) by restating the usual algorithms onG in
terms of the dual graphG∗.

We can represent an arbitrary arrangement of possi-
bly (self-)intersecting curves on a cross-metric surface
M by modifying the underlying graphG∗ inductively
as follows. The initial empty arrangement is just the
graphG∗. We embed each new curvegenerically: every
crossing point of the new curve and the existing arrange-
ment, and every self-crossing of the new curve, creates a
vertex of degree four; endpoints of arcs become vertices
of degree three; and endpoints of other paths become
vertices of degree one. Whenever we split an edgee∗ of
G∗, we give both sub-edges the same crossing weight as
e∗. Each segment of the curve between two intersection
points becomes a new edge, whose crossing weight is a
fixed formal infinitesimalε > 0.2 This ensures that later
shortest-path computations always prefer paths with
fewer crossings when the lengths (with respect to the
original G∗) are equal. These modifications change the
length of any regular curve inM by at most a multiple
of ε; in particular, any path that is tight with respect
to the refined graph is tight with respect to the original
graph. Themultiplicity of a set of curves inM is the
maximum, over all edgese∗ of G∗(M), of the number
of timese∗ is crossed by the curves.

Our algorithms sometimes cut a cross-metric surface
M along some embedded curveα. The resulting cross-
metric surfaceM \ α can be represented simply by
assigning infinite crossing weight to the edges that com-
prise α, indicating that these edges cannot be crossed
by other curves. We also sometimes need to glue
surfaces together along a common boundary; again, our
representation easily supports this operation. Finally,
for any (even infinite) covering spaceM′ of M, the
graphG∗(M′) is simply a lift ofG∗(M).

We emphasize that combinatorial and cross-metric
surfaces do not have any ‘geometry’ in the usual sense;
only the combinatorial structure is important. Epp-
stein’s gem representation[11] is a convenient data
structure for maintaining this structure.

3 Tight Curves

Our algorithms rely on the two following technical
lemmas, whose proofs are omitted from this extended

2Equivalently, we can take the crossing weight of any edge in
G∗ to be a vector(ℓ, 0) for some non-negative real numberℓ, and
the crossing weight of any edge of any curve embedded onM to be
(0, 1). Crossing weights are now vectors, which are added normally
and compared lexicographically.



abstract. A pathp wraps arounda cycleγ if p(t) =
γ((at + b) mod 1) for some real numbersa andb.

Lemma 3.1. Any path that wraps around a tight cycle
is tight.

Lemma 3.2. Let α be a simple tight arc or cycle in a
cross-metric surfaceM, and letβ be a simple path or
cycle disjoint fromα. Thenβ is tight inM \ α if and
only if β is also tight inM.

We introduce five elementary constructions of tight
arcs and cycles on a cross-metric surface.

Lemma 3.3. Let M be a cross-metric surface with
complexityn, genusg, andb boundary components.
(a) If b ≥ 2, we can compute inO(n log n) time a

tight simple arc joining two specified boundaries,
with multiplicity one, and with multiplicity zero at
each edge adjacent to the two specified boundaries.

(b) If b = 1 and g 6= 0, we can compute in
O(n log n) time a tight simple non-contractible or
non-separating arc with multiplicity at most two,
and with multiplicity zero at each edge adjacent to
the boundary.

(c) If b = 0, we can compute inO(n2 log n) time a
tight simple non-separating cycle with multiplicity
one.

(d) If g = 0 andb = 2, we can compute inO(n log n)
time a tight simple generating cycle with multiplic-
ity one.

(e) If g = 0 andb = 3, we can compute inO(n log n)
time a tight simple cycle with multiplicity at most
two that is homotopic to a chosen boundary cycle.

Proof: (a) Shrink the two specified boundaries to
points a and b and compute a shortest path from
a to b using Dijkstra’s algorithm. This path
corresponds to the desired arc onM.

(b) Shrink the boundary to a pointp, and compute
a shortest non-contractible or non-separating loop
with basepointp, using an algorithm of Erickson
and Har-Peled [13, Lemma 5.4]. This loop corre-
sponds to the desired arc onM.

(c) Compute a shortest non-separating cycle, using
an algorithm of Erickson and Har-Peled [13,
Lemma 5.4].

(d) Compute a minimum cut inG∗(M) that separates
the two boundary cycles [20, Propositions 1 and 2].
SinceG∗(M) is a planar graph, we can compute

such a cut inO(n log n) time using an algorithm
of Frederickson [15, Theorem 7]. Because we can
separate the surface by cutting each edge in the cut
once, the cycle has multiplicity one.

(e) Colin de Verdière and Lazarus describe an algo-
rithm for this problem [5]. Letδ1, δ2, and δ3

denote the boundaries ofM, and suppose we want
a cycle homotopic toδ1. Compute a shortest arcα
betweenδ2 and δ3 (by part (a)) and compute the
shortest generating cycleγ in the annulusM \ α
(by part (d)). Lemma 3.2 implies thatγ is tight
in M. �

Our algorithms combine these elementary construc-
tions by computing a tight simple arc or cycle on
M, cuttingM along it, and iterating on the resulting
surface. Lemma 3.2 implies that the arcs and cycles
computed in this fashion are always tighton the original
surfaceM. Until the end of the proof of Theorem 4.1,
all the curves considered are simple, tight arcs or cycles
whose tightness inM follows from Lemma 3.2.

We can ensure thatthe tight curves we construct
intersect each other as few times as possibleusing the
perturbation scheme already described: The crossing
weight of the edges of each created curve is a fixed
formal infinitesimal ε. Thus, the number of curve
crossings is used only as a tie-breaking measure when
two curves have the same length with respect toG∗.

The following technical lemma, whose proof is omit-
ted, will be used to prove that our later algorithms
construct only cycles with constant multiplicity.

Lemma 3.4. Any tight cycle homotopic to a boundary
of a cross-metric surface has multiplicity at most two.

4 Tight Octagonal Decompositions

In this section, we describe the preprocessing phase
of our path- and cycle-shortening algorithm. Atight
octagonal decompositionof a surface is an arrangement
of tight simple cycles, each with constant multiplicity,
in which every vertex has degree four and every face
has eight sides. See Figure 2.

Figure 2. An octagonal decomposition built by our algorithm.



The universal cover of a tight octagonal decom-
position is combinatorially isomorphic to a tiling of
the hyperbolic plane by regular right-angled octagons.
Thus, our decomposition imposes a crude regular hy-
perbolic structure on any combinatorial surface, thereby
allowing us to exploit classical results in hyperbolic
geometry and combinatorial group theory, primarily in
Sections 4.3 and 5.1.

4.1 Construction.

Theorem 4.1. Let M be a cross-metric surface with
complexity n, genusg ≥ 2, and no boundary. In
O(n2 log n) time, we can construct a tight octagonal
decomposition ofM.

Proof: Our construction algorithm has four phases.

Phase 1: Unzipping. We begin by ‘unzipping’ the
surface into a disk using one tight cycle and2g − 1
tight arcs. Letτ1 be the shortest non-separating cycle in
M; let β1 be the shortest arcβetween the two boundary
components ofM \ τ1; and letM1 = M\ (τ1 ∪ β1).
For eachi from 1 to g − 1, let αi+1 be the shortest
non-separatingαrc in Mi; let βi+1 be the shortest arc
βetween the two boundaries ofMi \ αi+1; and let
Mi+1 = Mi\(αi+1∪βi+1). For eachi, the surfaceMi

has genusg−i and one boundary cycle. See Figure 3(a).
Lemma 3.3 implies that theunion of the cycleτ1 and
the arcsαi andβi has multiplicity at most two onM
(since each curve can have multiplicity two, but no arc
intersects edges ofG∗ crossed by the cycle and the arcs
created before) and that we can compute these curves in
O(n2 log n) total time.

Phase 2: Pants decomposition. Next, we use the arcs
in the previous phase to help construct a set of3g − 3
tight simple cycles, each with multiplicityO(1), that
decomposeM into 2g − 2 pairs of pants (Figure 3).

Let τg denote the shortest generating cycle in the
annulusMg−1 \ αg. Let σg−1 be the shortest cycle in
Mg−1 \ τg homotopic to the boundary ofMg−1. For
eachi from g − 1 down to 2, let τ+

i be the shortest
cycle in Mi−1 \ (αi ∪ σi) homotopic to a boundary
of Mi−1 \ αi; let τ−

i be the shortest cycle, in the
component ofMi−1 \ (αi ∪ σi ∪ τ+

i ) that is a pair
of pants, homotopic to a boundary ofMi−1 \ αi; and
let σi−1 be the shortest cycle inMi−1 \ (τ+

i ∪ τ−
i )

homotopic to the boundary ofMi−1. Recall thatτ1 is
our original starting cycle.

In each case, we are computing the shortest cycle
homotopic to a boundary of a pair of pants. For eachi,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. (a) The surface M unzipped. (b) Computing τ+

3

and τ−
3 . (c) Computing σ2. (d) The final pants decomposition.

the boundaries ofMi andMi−1 \ αi have multiplicity
at most4 in M; since (by Lemma 3.2) each cycleσi and
τ±
i is a shortest cycle homotopic, onM, to a boundary

of M cut alongτ1 and someαi’s andβi’s, Lemma 3.4
implies that each such cycle has multiplicity at most8
in M; thus each of them can be computed inO(n log n)
time by Lemma 3.3(e).

The3g − 3 cyclesτ1, σ1, τ
+
2

, τ−
2

, σ2, . . . , τ
+
g−1

, τ−
g−1

,
σg−1, τg splitM into 2g−2 pairs of pants. Specifically,
the cyclesσi partitionM into a chain of punctured tori
T1 ∪ T2 ∪ · · · ∪ Tg, whereT1 and Tg each have one
boundary (σ1 andσg−1, respectively), and every other
Ti has two boundaries (σi−1 andσi). The first torusT1

(resp. the last torusTg) is cut into a pair of pants byτ1

(resp.τg), and each intermediate torusTi is cut into two
pairs of pants by the cyclesτ+

i andτ−
i .

Phase 3: Around the holes. In the next phase, we find
tight simple cycles that go ‘around the hole’ of each
punctured torusTi, crossing the cycle(s)τ±

i exactly
once.

First consider the torusT1. Let α be the shortest non-
contractible arc inT1 \ τ1 with both endpoints on the
boundaryσ1, and letβ be the shortest non-contractible
arc inT1 \ α. Finally, letφ1 be the shortest generating
cycle in the annulusT \ β. Becauseτ1 is homotopic to
the boundary ofT1\α, the arcβ crossesτ1 exactly once,
soφ1 also crossesτ1 exactly once. See Figure 4. Since
τ1 andσ1 each have constant multiplicity, so doesφ1.

A symmetric construction finds a tight cycleφg in the
torusTg that crossesτg exactly once.



Figure 4. Left: α and β. Right: φ1.

Now, for some2 ≤ i ≤ g − 1, consider the
torusTi, whose boundary consists ofσi−1 andσi. Let
α− be the shortest non-contractible arc with endpoints
on σi−1 in Ti \ (τ+

i ∪ τ−
i ). Similarly, let α+ be the

shortest non-contractible arc with endpoints onσi in
Ti \ (τ+

i ∪ τ−
i ). These arcsα− and α+ split Ti into

two annuli, one containingτ+

i and the otherτ−
i . Letβ+

andβ− be shortest arcs, one on each of these annuli,
joining a point ofσi−1 and a point ofσi. The arcβ+

i

crossesτ+

i once and does not crossτ−
i ; symmetrically,

β−
i crossesτ−

i once and does not crossτ+

i . Finally,
let φi be the shortest generating cycle in the annulus
Ti\(β

+∪β−); this cycle crossesτ+

i andτ−
i each exactly

once. See Figure 5. Sinceτ±
i andσi each have constant

multiplicity, so doesφi.

Figure 5. Left: α+ and α−. Middle: β+ and β−. Right: φi.

Lemma 3.3 implies that each curveφi is computed
in time O(ni log ni), whereni denotes the complexity
of Ti. Since

∑
i ni = O(n), the overall running time of

this phase isO(n log n).

Phase 4: Around the handles. Finally, for eachi
between1 and g − 1, let Mi be the pair of ‘monkey
pants’ formed by gluing together the two pairs of pants
with σi as their common boundary. The boundaries of
Mi areτ+

i , τ−
i , τ+

i+1
, andτ−

i+1
. (Hereτ+

1
andτ−

1
denote

the two copies ofτ1 in M1, andτ+
g andτ−

g denote the
two copies ofτg in Mg−1.) Let β+ be the shortest arc
in Mi \ (φi ∪φi+1) betweenτ+

i andτ+

i+1
, and letβ− be

the shortest arc inMi \ (φi ∪ φi+1 ∪ β+) betweenτ−
i

andτ−
i+1

. The arcsβ+ andβ− are disjoint and crossσi

exactly once. Finally, letθi be the shortest generating
cycle in the annulusMi \ (β+ ∪ β−). We easily verify
that θi crossesσi exactly twice andφi andφi+1 each
exactly once. See Figure 6. Finally, since all the earlier
cycles have constant multiplicity, so doesθi. As in the

previous phase, Lemma 3.3 implies that this phase of
the algorithm runs inO(n log n) time.

Figure 6. Left: β+ and β−. Right: θi.

To summarize, the tight simple cyclesτ±
i , φi, andθi

decompose the surfaceM into octagons exactly as
shown in Figure 2. Lemma 3.2 implies that each of
these cycles is tight inM. �

If we do not discard the cyclesσi, we obtain a tight
hexagonaldecomposition ofM. Our remaining results
use an octagonal decomposition, but this hexagonal
decomposition could be used as well, applying exactly
the same arguments.

4.2 Limiting Crossings. In the actual curve-
shortening algorithm, we need to bound the number
of times an input curve crosses the cycles in our
octagonal decomposition. To that end, we will actually
construct our decomposition on a refinement of the
input surfaceM.

Let G+ = G+(M) be the graph obtained by overlay-
ing the primal graphG(M) and the dual graphG∗(M).
The vertices ofG+ are either vertices ofG, vertices
of G∗, or intersections between an edgee of G and its
dual edgee∗ in G∗. Each edge ofG and dual edge inG∗

is partitioned into two edges inG+. Finally, each face
of G+ is a quadrilateral.

To treat M as a cross-metric surface with ‘dual’
graphG+, we assign a crossing weight to each edgee+

of G+ as follows. Ife+ is on the boundary ofM, it has
crossing weight∞. If e+ is contained in a dual edgee∗

or ē∗, it has the same crossing weight as that dual edge.
If e+ is contained in an edge ofG, its crossing weight
is a fixed formal infinitesimalε′ < ε. Any curves that
are tight with respect toG+ are also tight with respect
to G∗. Among all tight curves that cross each other as
few times as possible, our algorithms choose curves that
cross the edges ofG as few times as possible.

We actually apply Theorem 4.1 in this augmented
cross-metric surface. InO(n2 log n) time, we obtain
an octagonal decompositionO of M where each cycle
is tight, each edge ofG∗ is crossedO(1) times by each



cycle inO, and each edge ofG is crossedO(1) times by
each cycle inO. In particular, any walk inG of lengthk
crosses the cycles inO a total ofO(gk) times.

4.3 The Universal Cover. Let O be a tight octago-
nal decomposition of a surfaceM without boundary.
As we mentioned earlier, the universal cover of this
decomposition is isomorphic to the regular tiling of the
hyperbolic disk by right-angled octagons; see Figure 7.
This regular tiling can also be viewed as an infinite
arrangement of hyperbolic lines. Building on this
intuition, we call any lift of a cycle inO to the universal
cover M̃ a line. The set of lines is denoted bỹO.
This terminology is further motivated by Lemmas 4.2
and 4.5.

Figure 7. Universal cover of a tight octagonal decomposition.

Lemma 4.2. No two lines inÕ cross more than once.

Proof (sketch): Let α̃ and β̃ be arbitrary lines inÕ,
obtained by lifting two intersecting cyclesα and β
in O. (Any two lifts of disjoint cycles, or of the same
cycle, are disjoint, so this is the only interesting case.)
Cyclesα andβ intersect exactly once; the lines̃α andβ̃
intersect only at lifts ofα ∩ β. If α̃ and β̃ intersect
more than once, the segments ofα̃ and β̃ between any
two intersection points are homotopic paths. Projecting
these paths back down toM gives us two homotopic
loops based atα ∩ β, one wrapping aroundα and the
other wrapping aroundβ. But this implies thatα andβ
are homotopic, which is impossible. �

Lemma 4.3 (Dehn [7], [22, p. 188]). Let S be the
bounded union of at least two octagons in the regular
right-angled octagon tiling. At least two octagons inS
have five consecutive sides on the boundary ofS.

Lemma 4.4. Any union of N octagons in the regular
right-angled octagon tiling has perimeter at least2N+6.

Proof: Removing an octagon with at least five consec-
utive sides on the boundary of the union reduces the
perimeter by at least two. The base case is a single
octagon. �

Lemma 4.5. Between any two points iñM, there is a
shortest path that crosses each line inÕ at most once.

Proof: Fix two pointsw and z in M̃, and letp̃ be a
shortest path fromw to z that intersects the lines̃O as
few times as possible. If̃p crosses some lineℓ twice, at
pointsx andy, thenp̃ andℓ form a bigon. Sinceℓ is a lift
of a tight cycle, every subpath ofℓ is a shortest path, by
Lemma 3.1. Thus, we can remove the bigon fromp̃ by
replacing the subpath fromx to y with the shortest path
in ℓ. Since any pair of lines iñO intersect at most once,
this exchange results in a path with fewer line crossings
(and possibly shorter length), which is impossible.�

5 Shortening Paths and Cycles

In this section, we describe how to compute a tight
path or cycle homotopic to a given path or cycle in
polynomial time. Our algorithm is much faster than
previous results [4, 5, 6], and unlike those results, our
algorithm does not require the input curve to be simple.
We focus on surfaces of genus at least two, without
boundaries; this is the most difficult case.

Consider an arbitrary pathp on a surfaceM. Let p̃ be
a lift of p to the universal cover̃M, and letp̃′ be a short-
est path inM̃ between the endpoints of̃p. Projectingp̃′

back down toM gives us a shortest path homotopic
to p. Our algorithm exploits this characterization by
constructing a subset of̃M of small complexity that
contains both̃p and some shortest path̃p′. Compared
to previous approaches [9, 21], the construction of this
part of the universal cover is very simple once we have
computed an octagonal decomposition of the surface.

5.1 Building the Relevant Region. LetO be a tight
octagonal decomposition of a surfaceM with genus
g ≥ 2 and no boundary. Consider a pathp in M, and
let p̃ be a lift of p to the universal cover̃M. For any
line ℓ in Õ, let ℓ+ denote the component of̃M \ ℓ that
contains the starting point̃p(0).

Let ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓz be the sequence of lines iñO
crossed byp̃, in order of their first crossing. Let
L0 = ∅, and for any positive integeri, letLi = Li−1 ∪
{ℓi}. For eachi between0 andz, let M̃i be the subset
of M̃ reachable from̃p(0) by crossing only (a subset
of) lines inLi, in any order. Combinatorially, the region



M̃i is a convex polygon formed by intersecting the half-
planesℓ+ for all linesℓ not in the setLi. By Lemma 4.5,
and since each line is separating, there exists a shortest
path p̃′ between the endpoints of̃p that crosses only a
subset of the lines that̃p crosses; sõp′ is contained
in M̃z. For this reason,̃Mz is called therelevant region
of M̃ (with respect tõp).

Lemma 5.1. For all i ≥ 1, ℓi ∩ M̃i−1 is a connected
subset of the boundary of̃Mi−1.

Proof: SinceM̃ \ ℓi is disconnected,ℓi ∩ M̃i−1 is a
subset of∂M̃i−1. Let ℓi[x, y] be the segment ofℓi

between two pointsx andy in ℓi ∩ M̃i−1, and suppose
some lineℓ crossesℓi[x, y]. Since two lines cross at
most once,ℓ intersects the interior of̃Mi−1, soℓ must
be in the setLi−1. It follows that the entire segment
ℓi[x, y] is a subset of∂M̃i−1. �

Lemma 5.1 implies thatℓi intersects∂M̃i−1 along a
connected set of octagonsO1, O2, . . . , Ou. For eachk
between1 andu, letO′

k be the reflection ofOk acrossℓi.

See Figure 8. The octagonsO′
k do not belong toM̃i−1.

ℓi

O1 O2 O3 O4

O′
1 O′

2 O′
3 O′

4

⋆ ⋆

Figure 8. From fMi−1 (dark shaded) to fMi (all shaded).

Lemma 5.2. M̃i = M̃i−1 ∪ O′
1 ∪ · · · ∪ O′

u.

Proof: Let Ñ = O′
1 ∪ · · · ∪ O′

u (the lightly shaded
region in Figure 8). To prove the lemma, it suffices to
show that none of the lines bounding̃N are in the set
L = {ℓ1, . . . , ℓi−1}. Obviously ℓi is not in this set.
Each octagonO′

k is bounded by eight lines:ℓi, two
inner lines that crossℓi at a vertex ofO′

k, and fiveouter
lines. If some outer line intersectedℓi, then we could
construct a disk in the tiling̃O bounded by at most five
lines, which would contradict Lemma 4.3. Since every
line in L has a point inℓ+

i , no outer line can be inL.
Only the first and last inner lines contribute a side to the
boundary ofÑ . Neither of these two lines is inL, for
otherwise one of the starred octagons in Figure 8 would
also belong toM̃i−1. �

Lemma 5.3. M̃z contains at most7z − 3 octagons.

Proof: Each vertex on the boundary of̃Mz has degree
2 or 3. Every degree-3 boundary vertex is the intersec-
tion of some lineℓi with the boundary of̃Mz. Because
M̃z is convex, there are at most2z such vertices.
Between any pair of degree-3 boundary vertices, there
are trivially at most6 degree-2 boundary vertices, all on
the boundary of the same octagon. Thus, the perimeter
of M̃z is at most14z. The lemma now follows directly
from Lemma 4.4. �

Constructing the relevant regioñMz is now straight-
forward. M̃0 is a copy of the octagon containing the
source ofp. To computeM̃i, we follow p̃ until it exits
the previous regioñMi−1. At the exit point, the path
is crossingℓi into some octagonO′

k (with the notation

of Figure 8). To completẽMi, we append the octagons
O′

1, . . . , O
′
u.

5.2 Tightening Paths.

Theorem 5.4. Let M be a combinatorial surface with
complexityn, genusg ≥ 2, and no boundary. Letp be
a (not necessarily simple) path onM, represented as a
walk in G(M) with complexityk. After preprocessing
the surface inO(n2 log n) time, we can compute a
shortest pathp′ homotopic top with complexityk′ =
O(gnk) in timeO(gk + gnk̄), wherek̄ = min{k, k′}.

Proof: The preprocessing consists of building the tight
octagonal decompositionO on the cross-metric surface
defined byG+(M). Let x be the number of crossings
of p with O; as we argued earlier,x = O(gk). Let p̃ be
an arbitrary lift ofp to the universal coverM. We first
compute the relevant region of the universal cover with
respect tõp, ignoring the internal structure of the surface
within each octagon of̃O. In other words, we construct
a subset of the abstract regular right-angled octagon
tiling. The construction is described by Lemma 5.2. We
require only constant time for every edge ofp, every
crossing betweenp andO, and every relevant octagon;
Lemma 5.3 shows that this phase takes timeO(k + x).

Now let L be the set of lines crossed an odd number
of times byp̃. Since each line separates̃M, then, by
Lemma 4.5, there is a shortest pathq̃ with the same
endpoints as̃p that crosses each line inL exactly once
and no other line. Letx′ be the number of lines inL.
We now compute the set of octagons accessible from
p̃(0) by crossing only these lines, this time building also
the internal surface structure of the octagons. There



are O(x′) such octagons by Lemma 5.3; since each
cycle inO has constant multiplicity, each octagon has
complexity O(n). Thus, the relevant region has total
complexity O(x′n) and can be constructed in time
O(x′n).

Finally, we compute a shortest path̃p′ between the
endpoints ofp̃ in this relevant region, in timeO(x′n)
using the planar shortest path algorithm by Henzinger
et al. [17]. By giving the linesL infinitesimal crossing
weight, we guarantee that̃p′ crosses each line inL
exactly once. The projectionp′ = π(p̃′) onto G(M)
is the desired output path.

The complexity k′ of p′ is at most O(x′n) =
O(xn) = O(gnk). To complete the time analysis, we
observe thatx′ = O(g min{k, k′}). �

For the torus, we can apply a similar algorithm,
only using a tightsquaredecomposition comprised of
two tight non-separating cycles that cross exactly once,
which we can compute inO(n2 log n) time. However,
the relevant region hasO(x2) squares; Lemma 5.3 no
longer holds in this setting. Otherwise, the algorithm is
unchanged. The running time isO(k2 + nk̄2), where
k̄ = min{k, k′} andk′ = O(nk2) is the complexity of
the output path.

5.3 Tightening Cycles. Our algorithm for tighten-
ing cycles uses similar ideas as for paths. The major
difference is that we lift the input cycleγ to thecylindric
covergenerated byγ; this is a covering space in which
every simple cycle is either contractible or homotopic
to a lift of γ [12, Lemma 2.5], [16, Proposition 1.36].
Topologically, the cylindric cover is an annulus, from
which we can extract a relevant (annular) region of
small complexity. We compute the output cycle using
Lemma 3.3(d).

Theorem 5.5. Let M be a combinatorial surface with
complexity n, genusg ≥ 2, and no boundary. Letγ
be a (not necessarily simple) cycle onM, represented
as a closed walk inG(M) with complexity k. After
preprocessing the surface inO(n2 log n) time, we can
compute a shortest cycleγ′ homotopic toγ with com-
plexity k′ = O(gnk) in time O(gk + gnk̄ log(nk̄)),
wherek̄ = min{k, k′}.

In the case of the torus, again a tight square de-
composition can be used. After the usualO(n2 log n)-
time preprocessing, the algorithm runs in timeO(k2 +
nk̄2 log(nk̄)).

6 Surfaces with Boundary

The algorithms for shortening paths and cycles on
surfaces with boundary are much simpler than our
corresponding results for boundary-free surfaces, al-
though they follow roughly the same high-level ap-
proach. Specifically, the existence of at least one
boundary allows to build a decomposition of the sur-
face usingdisjoint simple arcs. Let M be a (g, b)-
surface. Using a variation of an algorithm by Erickson
and Whittlesey [14], we compute a set ofO(g + b)
disjoint simple tight arcs, each of multiplicity at most
two, cutting the surface into disks that are incident to
three arcs, inO((g + b)n + n log n) time. This tight
triangulated system of arcsis the analogue of the tight
octagonal decomposition; given an input path or cycle,
we similarly (but more easily) define the relevant region
of the universal cover in which the output path or cycle
can be searched. Our algorithms essentially follow
the technique of Hershberger and Snoeyink [18], only
using a certain collection of tight arcs in place of a
triangulation. We obtain:

Theorem 6.1. Let M be a combinatorial surface with
complexityn, genusg, andb boundaries. Letc be a (not
necessarily simple) path or cycle onM, represented as a
walk in G(M) with complexityk. After preprocessing
the surface inO((g + b)n + n log n) time, we can com-
pute a shortest curvec′ homotopic toc with complexity
k′ = O((g + b)nk) in timeO((g + b)k + (g + b)nk̄) if
c is a path orO((g + b)k + (g + b)nk̄ log(nk̄)) if c is a
cycle, wherēk = min{k, k′}.

7 Better Analysis of Loop and Cycle Shortening

We can prove that the algorithms of Colin de Verdière
and Lazarus [4, 5, 6] run in time polynomial in the
complexity of their input: the number of vertices, edges,
and faces of the surface, plus the total number of edges
of the input curves. Previously, these algorithms were
only known to work in time polynomial in the size of the
input and in the ratio between the largest and smallest
length of an edge of the input surface.

These algorithms shorten a set of curves by iteratively
replacing each curve by a tight curve in some simple
space (a disk or a pair of pants). The number of
iterations depends on the number of crossings between
the input curves and a tight curve homotopic to one of
the input curves. The existence of a tight octagonal
decomposition (or of a tight triangulated system of arcs)
with low multiplicity allows to bound the complexity of



a shortest curve homotopic to a given curve, and hence
the number of iterations. An independent argument
shows that each iteration actually does not increase too
much the complexity of the curves. Our results are:

Theorem 7.1. On a combinatorial(g, 0)-surface with
complexity n, the algorithm of Colin de Verdière and
Lazarus [6] for shortening a fundamental system of
loops of complexityk has running-timeO(g4nk4).

Theorem 7.2. On a combinatorial(g, b)-surface with
complexityn, the algorithm of Colin de Verdière [4] for
shortening a cut system by graph of complexityk has
running-timeO((g + b)4nk4).

Theorem 7.3. On a combinatorial(g, b)-surface with
complexity n, the algorithm of Colin de Verdière and
Lazarus [5] for shortening a pants decomposition of
complexityk has running-timeO((g+b)4nk4 log(nk)).
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